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Dear Parents and Carers,
School has turned a vibrant shade of red today as the children support Comic Relief’s Red Nose Day. Many of our children
have amazed us recently with their awareness of issues in the world around them and their determination to make a difference. On Monday we found out more about the work of Comic Relief, both in the UK and overseas, and heard the story of
Ethan, a little boy who for medical reasons cannot communicate or play in the way other children do. A play centre funded by
Comic Relief has made such a difference to his life and the life of his family. I know the SELFA charity in Skipton benefits from
charitable funding and does an amazing job.
It is inspiring to talk to the children about their desire to make a difference. Daisy Brouard and Will Clements Nauman have
both embarked on sponsored walks to raise fund for others. Phoebe Goddard has been motivated to take action after learning
more about how the world’s climate is changing. She embarked on a sponsored walk and working with the Yorkshire Dales
Millennium Trust was able to purchase 50 trees with the funds raised. The trees have been planted on Middleton Recreation
Ground and on the verge opposite school. Phoebe and her sister, Hazel, were helped by parish councillor Chris Mercer to
plant the trees along with Fiona Busfield, Green Guardians Project Officer from the Yorkshire Dales Millennium Trust. The species planted were Willow, Mountain Ash (Rowan), Alder and Bird Cherry. It will be lovely to see them grow over the years.
Great work Phoebe!
We have been determined to ensure the children enjoy being back in school and have sourced some innovative new resources to motivate the children and make their learning as much fun as possible. Overleaf you will see photos of the children
using the Now Press Play headphones. This is a great resource which transports children to different historical periods, continents, or gives them a key role in stories where they solve all sorts of puzzles and problems. The children and staff have certainly shown enthusiasm for getting involved in the experiences and acting out and responding. We hope it will fire the children’s imagination for writing and also help them remember more about subjects studied across the curriculum.
Getting the children—and staff—moving again is important and you may have seen our Activeall Fitness Walls which are in the
large playground (pictured overleaf). All the children have had a go and it is a fantastic workout. The boards are available as a
PE warm up and at breaks. They certainly get your heart pumping and we hope that in the not too distant future we will be able to invite families to have a go too! Current champions are Jacob Tierney, Daisy
Brouard, Abby Emmott, Seth Wilkinson, Flynn Howe and Tilly Widdup. Great work!
With best wishes,
Susan Marshall
(Headteacher)

Finding the Fun in learning with innovative resources!

Science Competition
We are looking for some creative Cowling scientists
to snap a photo of physics in action.
Physics includes mechanics, heat, light, sound, electricity, magnetism and the structure of atoms! You
can be in the photo if you would like to be but you
don’t have to.
The competition is run by The Craven Partnership
and is supported by The Ogden Trust. It involves
seven primaries across Craven and our own Eva-Mae
designed the logo (pictured above). Send your photos to competitions@cravenpartnership.co.uk by Friday April 16th. Please make sure you include your
name and school in the email. Photos may be published on the Craven Partnership website. https://
cravenpartnership.co.uk/
Good luck!

Pupils of the week awarded for maths,
writing, attitude to learning, spelling, poetry and
discussion.
Pendle Class: Hayden Robinson & Elsie Matthews
Sharp Haw Class: Lydia Lamont & Jessilyn Partridge
Penyghent Class: Charlotte Nolan & Jack Garlick
Ingleborough Class: Evie Lawson & Lavinia Wilkinson
Whernside Class: Ruby Swales & Esme Palmer

